W hat is a Central City in the United States? Applying a Statistical Technique for Developing Taxonom ies
E dward W . H ill, John F. Brennan and Harold L . W olman Su m m ary. W e test the null h yp othesis that m unicip alities de® n ed as central cities b y th e U S Bureau of th e Census in 1990 are h om ogen eou sÐ a hypothesis we reject. Rath er, w e ® nd th at U S cen tral cities con sist of 2 d istin ct su bsets of m unicip alities that are aggrega ted from 13 cluster grou pings. The article has tw o p urposes. The ® rst is m eth odologica l. W e develop a m ethod that uses cluster analysis to grou p U S cen tral cities; then we em ploy discrim inant analysis to estab lish the statisti cal valid ity of those grou ps. W e also develop tech niques to m inim ise the role of judgem ent in selectin g the approp riate cluster solu tion . Th e secon d purp ose of the article is to test the substan tive nu ll hypothesis. O ur rejectio n of th e h om ogen eity assu m ption raises the spectre of speci® cation error in research an d pu blic policies that assu m e hom ogen eity am on g cen tral cities.
W hat Does`Central City' M ean?
The pow er of the term`central city' lies in the image it connotes. Say the word, and an icon of urban America is im mediately constructed: large munic ipalities that are dispropor tionately poor and distressed, both socially and econom ically.
1 W hen the term is used as an im age, its use incorporates the functions of America' s core municipalities (what is done within central cities) their conditions (or the social and econom ic outcom es from those functions that are disprop ortionately concentrated in stereotypical central cities), and the physical structure of stereotypical American metropolitan areas (a core central city dom inated by poor residential neighbo urhood s surroun ded by wealthier suburbs). T his im age is based largely on older central cities, most often located in the north-east and midwest US. A central city is typi® ed as being the prim ary municipality of an expansive metropolitan area, consisting of a dense and dom inant central business district surroun ded by enclaves of the poor that often overlap with minority residential neighbourho ods.
Although that image is pow erful, it does not apply equally well to all central cities in the nation. Most observers will agreeÐ and much research attests to the factÐ that not all US central cities are the same (Bradbury et al., 1982; James, 1990; Ladd and Yinger, 1989; Rusk, 1993; and W olm an et al., 1994 ). Yet we frequently act as if they are, both in our research and in policy form ulation s. The reason this heterogeneous set of places tends to be discussed as if it is a hom ogeneous collection is that`central city' is not just an image or a stereotype; it is a statistical artifactÐ created by the Bureau of the Census to operationalise the concept of central city.
(See the Appendix for a history of the central city as a statistical concept in the US.) And, whenever any stereotype is operationalised, there is slippage.
Since 1983, the Bureau of the Census has used multiple criteria to identify municipalities as central cities. T his de® nition recognises both the role of central cities as important employm ent nodesÐ which is consistent with the labour market basis of de® ning the extent of Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA s)Ð and the geographic al spread of metropolitan areas (US Bureau of the Census, 1991, p. 356) . The con¯ict between the image and statistical de® nition occurs because the im age incorpo rates function, conditions or outcom es, and spatial structure, whereas the operational de® nition captures the functions (in the lim ited sense of the central city as a place of employm ent) and spatial structure in terms of the size of the residential populat ion.
There is no problem with the way the Bureau of the Census quantitatively identi® es central citiesÐ the de® nition is clear, consistent and preciseÐ but the problem lies with the way the operationalised concept is used. The Bureau of the Census has succeeded in establishing an econom ically based de® nition of central cities. However, the de® nition is then used for a purpose for which it was not intended, as a shorthand expression of social outcom es or concerns. Our own experience illustrates this.
Our interest in the de® nition of central cities began with papers that tw o of us wrote about the incom e relationships between central cities and their suburb s in 1990, and changes in that relationship between (Hill and W olm an, 1997a , 1997b . W e discovered that there was wide variation among places called central cities, in terms of their incom e relationships with their suburbs, and we had to adjust our selection criteria so that the central cities we used were appropriate for the hypoth eses we were testing. One component of the stereotype of American central cities holds that their per capita incom e is low er than that of their suburbs. In working with the universe of 152 metropolitan areas with popula tions of at least 250 000 in 1980, we were surprised to ® nd that, in 1990, central city per capita incom e exceeded suburban per capita incom e in 37 of these metropolitan areasÐ which is 24 per cent of the total. This is a rather large hint that the unive rse is not hom ogeneous.
W e then inspected the list of places classi® ed by the Bureau of the Census as central cities and saw a num ber that did not strike us as having the characteristics of a stereotypica l central city. Although all the municipalities on the list appeared to be nodes of metropolitan area employm ent, Pasadena, California; Dearborn, Michigan, and Lynn, Massachusetts did not ® t the image we had of central cities. Pasadena struck us as being a large, prosperous suburb of Los Angeles. Dearborn is a residential suburb of Detroit that contains the headquarters of the Ford Motor Com pany. L ynn is a decayed factory town that has been swallowed by the northw ard push of Boston' s suburbs. Left off the list of central cities, on the othe r hand, are extremely poor suburbs with large concentrations of social problems usually associated with central cities, but lacking large concentrations of employm ent, such as East Cleveland, Ohio, and Highland Park, Michigan (which is com pletely surrounded by the city of Detroit!)Ð even though Camden, New Jersey and East St L ouis, Illinois, which are socially analogous to East Cleveland and Highland Park, are listed as central cities. In other words, our preconceived notion was built upon the stereotype of the social outcom es presum ably contained in central cities, whereas these same cities were de® ned in terms of their employm ent and residential functions.
The purpose of this article is to develop a rigorous, inductive methodol ogy thatÐ starting with the broade r universe of heterogeneous central cities identi® ed by the Census Bureau' s de® nition of a central cityÐ perm its us to identify various groups of more or less similar cities in a rigorous, inducti ve fashion according to their function, outcom e and spatial structure, using cluster analysis, and then sets forth what distingu ishes these various groups of hom ogene ous cities from each other, using discrim inant analysis. W e do not have an a priori, or prior, notion as to which central cities are distressed or not distressed, or similar and dissim ilar; instead, we use the discrim inant functions to characterise the differences among the clusters of central cities. W e accept the Census Bureau' s de® nition as a starting point, since that is the construct around which data on cities are collected, and there is a solid theoretical rationale for the employm ent focus of that de® nition.
2 Although results of this procedure should provide a much better unde rstanding of how, and along what dim ensions, US central cities differ (and, consequently, should perm it better and more sensitive research and policy making), our prim ary purpose in this article is to develop the methodo logy.
W e discuss the methodology and variable selection in the next section. The third section is devoted to describing a technique that identi® es the candidate cluster solution s. Cluster m aps are provid ed, and the discrim inant functions are discussed, in the fourth section. In the ® fth section of the paper, we then interpret what differentiates the clusters of central cities.
M ethodology
W e classify US central cities into like groups in two stages. First, hierarchical cluster analysis is used to form groups from the universe of central cities, based on a num ber of relevant variables. W e then employ discriminant analysis to assess the internal validity of the resulting clusters and, more im portant, to identify the groups of variables that disting uish the clusters of cities.
3 These two techniques use the same body of data but are conceptually different. Hierarchical cluster analysis is a mathematical rather than a statistical procedure. In cluster analysis, there is no dependent variable, and there are no meaningful descriptive or test statistics. Cases (in this research, our cases are central cities) are sorted into like groups. Discrim inant analysis, on the other hand, is a statistical procedure that tests the goodne ss of ® t of the prior group assignm ents. In this research, the prior groupi ngs are the groups of cities form ed by the cluster analysis. The groupings tested by the discrim inant analysis form a multi-pa rt, categorical, dependent variable, and there are meaningful test statistics.
T he cluster analysis is discussed in the next part of this section. It is follow ed by a more complete conside ration of the discrim inant analysis in section 2.2. The selection of variables used in both procedures is discussed in section 2.3.
Cluster Analysis
W e selected agglom erative hierarchical cluster analysis as the groupin g procedure, because it is an effective tool for identifying distinc t groupin gs within a populat ion (Everitt, 1993, pp. 6-7) . T his mathematical technique is an operation that begins with the same num ber of clusters as there are observations (in our case, the 508 central cities in the US) and proceeds to group similar observations together in a systematic fashion, until the ® nal cluster contains all the observations. Groups are constructed by minim ising the variance of squared Euclidean distances for each variable between cities. T hese distance coef® cients are derived from standardised variable scores (z scores). 4 The num ber of stages in the process is one less than the num ber of observations. The key to the analysis is ® rst to identify the candidate cluster solution s from all the cluster solutio ns. W e discuss this in section 3.
Discriminant Analysis
Although cluster analysis identi® es the existence of groups within populations, discrim inant analysis tests the statistical validity of those groupin gs (Klecka, 1980; Hair et al., 1987) . T herefore, discrim inant analysis requires a priori groups of observations, and the cluster analysis provide s those groupin gs. More important, discrim inant analysis also identi® es the variables (and groups of variables) that drive the classi® cation process. This allow s us to discuss the typolog ies that the clusters represent from the data, rather than to look at place names and allow our prejudice or intuitio n to drive the cluster labelling.
Stepw ise discrim inant analysis was used to assess the relationships between variables and groups of variables by introdu cing variables into the analysis one at a tim e.
Stepwise testing is legitim ate in this case, because there are no a priori hypoth esised relationships between the descriptor variables and a particular cluster of central cities. As we use the technique, discrim inant analysis is equivalent to an analysis of variance that tests for statistically signi® cant differences in variables across the clusters (Varady and Lipm an, 1994, p. 531) . Discriminant analysis yields a series of discrim inant functions (one less than the num ber of groups) that are som ewhat akin to factors in factor analysis. For each discrim inant function, the mean discrim inant score can then be calculated for each of the prior groups (the different groups classi® ed by the previously conduc ted cluster analysis). The mean score for each cluster group is then used to derive a z score for each clusterÐ thus measuring the num ber of standard deviations that cluster is from the mean discrim inant score for all central cities on that function. The clusters with z scores of 2 or more are judged to be highly associated with the discrim inant function.
For readers who are unfam iliar with discriminant or factor analysis, but use regression techniques, it may be useful to think of discrim inant analysis as being analogous to a multinom ial logit or probit equation, where linear combinations of two or more indepe ndent variables are used to describe the behaviour of a single, multiple -category, dependent variable (Hair et al., 1987) . The discrim inant analogue to the dependent variable would be each prior groupi ngÐ which, in our case, is one of the cluster groupi ngs provide d by the cluster analysisÐ and the indepe ndent variables would be the sets of descriptor variables found in each of the discrim inant functions. How ever, the com position of each discrim inant function is not know n a priori; as is also true of the factors in factor analysis. As discussed above, the strength of the statistical association of each discrim inant function with each prior group is assessed by examining the z score of each cluster group, evaluated at the mean for that group, for a particular discrim inant function. This is similar to using t-tests to determine the strength of the statistical relationship between independent variables and the dependent variable of a regression equation.
Discriminant analysis generates a suggested group assignm ent for each case, based upon an aggregate discrim inant score, and indicates whether that generated assignm ent corresponds to the prior group assignm ent. The aggregate discrim inant score for each central city is calculated by sum ming the weighted scores for each discrim inant function, in which each score' s weight is based upon the percentage of the overall explained variation accounted for by that discrim inant function. T he resultant weighted score is used to assign the city to its discrim inant groupin g; this is the groupin g that is generated by statistical criteria, as oppose d to the cluster groupin g, which is the groupin g that is suggested by mathematical criteria. T his is analogous to generating a ® tted regression equation and comparing the estimated, or ® tted, values with the observed values. Just as the mean squared error of the ® tted versus actual values is the basis for determining the overall goodne ss of ® t in a forecasting regression equation, the overall ® t of the discriminant analysis is measured by the percentage of cases in which the discrim inant group assignm ent corresponds to the prior group assignm ents (in our case, the percentage of the cases in which the discrim inant group assignm ents correspond with the cluster group assignm ents). This percentage is called the`hit ratio' and is the measure of overall goodne ss of ® t of the cluster groupings.
Com bining cluster and discrim inant analysis provide s a num ber of tools to assess the hom ogeneity assumption in the classi® cation of central cities. First, the cluster analysis provid es a mathematical assignm ent of central cities into cluster groups that are hierarchical; central cities that are assigned to groups at earlier stages of the procedure stay together in subsequent stages as larger, more heterogeneous groups are form ed. That is why the procedure is considered hierarchical. Secondly, discrim inant analysis statistically tests the internal validity of each group, and the`hit ratio' in the discrim inant output provides an indicator of the goodne ss of ® t of the original cluster assignm ents. (W e also use t-tests of the mean discrim inant scores of the paired cluster and discrim inant groupin gs to determine whether there are statistically meaningful differences between each group.) Finally, discrim inant analysis identi® es the set of variables most highly associated with the z scores of each discrim inant function, thus indicating which sets of associated variables are statistically signi® cant descriptors of each groupin g.
Variable Selection
Variable selection is critical to our procedure, because the cluster analysis minimises the within-g roup variance based on all the variables included in the analysis and cannot distingu ish between variables statistically. Therefore, variables that do not have theoretical reasons for inclusion will distort the results of the clustering process. Previous research on the classi® cation of cities, regions and metropolitan areas has used econom ic, social and demographic variables as the basis for classi® cation. In the introdu ction to the City Classi® cation Handboo k, Berry and Sm ith (1972a, pp. 1±2) stated that there are a num ber of reasons to classify urban places:
T o som e classi® cation is a means of data exploration, either to determine convenient ways of sum marizing inform ation, to ® nd new and potentially useful hypothe ses, or to produce a universally true typolog y. To others, classi® cation provide s a means of facilitating hypoth esis-testing or model-® tting. Yet others are concerned with developin g improved modes of prediction, using subgroups rather than an entire popula tion as guides to an ef® cient sampling plan, elements for which predictions are made, or guides to the selection of analogs or other form s of comparative cases.
Berry' s work had been constructed on a rich tradition in the US that dates to the seminal work of Chauncy Harris (1943) , in which he prim arily used industrial specialisation data to order US cities. Nelson (1955 ), Hart (1955 , Jones and Forestall (1963) and Forestall (1967) follow ed with similar classi® cation approaches, adding occupational data to the industrial data. By and large, the overriding purposes of these studies were to analyse the spatial organisation of US cities in the context of central place theory and to identify the hierarchy of urban places that is derived from central place theory. The results were a depiction of US cities, ordered spatially and by econom ic function.
T he purpose of the research on urban classi® cation changed in the early 1970s. The focus shifted from testing a theoretical frameworkÐ central place theory and the hierarchy of urban placesÐ to analysing the spatial concentration of various social problems, in the Chicago School' s ecological tradition: entering variables into the analyses that measure social outcom es. Although the results of these empirical investigations are im portant theoretically, they had clear public policy purposes. T hese studies were conducted as ways of identifying places where social problem s were concentrated. All of these schem es used econom ic, social and/or demographic variables as the basis for their classi® cations. Berry (1996) reviews most of these classi® cation efforts; of those review ed, only twoÐ Berry and Smith (1972) and Noyelle and Stanback (1983) Ð presented functional classi® cation schemes that had spatial polic y relevance. Keeler and Rodgers (1973) also used several social and demographic variables to classify metropolitan areas.
The variables we used in the cluster and discrim inant analyses were selected to meet one of four sets of criteria. They had to be either:
(1) one of the Bureau of the Census' statistical criteria for identifying central cities; or (2) descriptors of the role of central cities in the labour market; or (3) descriptors of central cities as locations of social outcom es of particular policy relevance; or (4) descriptors of the spatial structure of metropolitan areas.
An argum ent could be made that each set of variables should be tested separately and in that way separate sets of central cities generatedÐ one that identi® es types of central cities by function, the second by social outcom e, and the third by spatial structure. Although doing this form of`marginal' analysis is interesting in its ow n right, such an approach would not meet our purpos e. We are interested in building a typolog y of central cities that com bines the statistical de® nition of the concept (the econom ic and residential function) with the popula r im age of central cities (largely de® ned by social outcom e), controlling for spatial structure. This means that we need to include all four sets of variables in our analysis. The full list of variables used and the form these variables take in the analyses are given in Table  1 . The ® rst group of variables in Table 1 captures the econom ic function of central cities; there are three sets of variables within this group. The ® rst set contains the three variables that are derived from the Census qualifying variables. W e expected these variables not to be strong discrim inators among the universe of central citiesÐ because, by de® nition, variation among these places is lim ited. The second set of variables measures the industrial compositio n of employm ent among residents of the central cities and acts as proxy variables for the demand side of the local labour market. It is expected that central cities with larger shares of their residents employed in manufacturing will cluster together and be som ewhat more disadvantaged than will be central cities with strong bases in the other industrial groups.
T he third set of variables in the ® rst group records the male and female labour force participation rates, the occupational distribution of residents of the central cities, and the distribution of the terminal educational attainm ent of adults. Together, these variables approximate the supply side of the local labour market. It is expected that this set of variables will provid e a wider and better array of discrim inating variables than will the other two sets, because it better re¯ects the purpose of residential neighb ourhoods in a regional econom y; they are pools of labour (Hill and Bier, 1989; Teitz, 1989) . It is expected that healthier central cities will be associated with more of their residents being employed in sym bolic analytical occupations (managerial, professional, technical and sales) and general service occupation s, whereas distressed central cities will have a larger share of residents employed in the other occupational groupings. A similar set of expectations holds for the educationa l attainm ent of the adult popula tion: the larger the propor tion of highly educated residents, the less econom ically distressed the central city.
T he second major group of variables contains the social outcom es that are disprop ortionately concentrated in central cities, are of interest to public policy, and form a large part of the popular and politic al image of cities. The ® rst two variables concern population changes in the central city and in the metropolitan area from 1980 to 1990. W e occupati ons Percentag e of general service occupati ons: adm inistrati ve support and service occupati ons Percentag e of m achine and precision produce r occupati ons Percent labourer occupati ons Percentag e of populat ion over 25 w here less than 9 years of schoolin g is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where som e high school is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where high school diplom a is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where som e college is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where associate ' s degree is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where bachelor ' s degree is highest educatio nal attainm ent Percentag e of populati on over 25 where graduat e degree is highest educatio nal attainm ent expect that clusters of healthy metropolitan areas will be typi® ed by population grow th and that those central cities with grow ing popula tions will be located in fast-growing metropolitan areas. However, there are som e growing metropoli tan areas that contain declining central cities, and these should form separate clusters.
T he next three outcom es are the major focus of public concern: incom e. The ratio of central city to metropolitan average incom es should be smaller in less distressed centralcities and wider in more distressed central cities. Addition ally, better-off central cities should be typi® ed by larger absolute average incom es, as measured by the logarithm of per capita incom e. W e also expect that more distressed central cities are characterised by higher poverty and unem ploym ent rates. We included the median monthly rental housing costs in the central city, assuming that more distressed central cities should have lower rental costs. Yet those central cities that are less distressed but have higher rental housing costs present polic y proble ms different from those that are more distressed with lower rental costs.
The last group of variables we entered into the models measure the spatial structure of the central cities. W e expect that the more distressed central cities will have larger shares of African-A merican residents in their popula tions. We expect this result because the African-American population is, on average, poorer than the majority popula tion; having a larger share of African-American residents within a city' s population im plies, ceteris paribus , that the city' s population will be poorer. W e expect that more dense central cities will be worse off than less dense central cities, because density is a proxy variable for the econom ic`age' of the city. And we expect that, the older the central city, the less attractive it is for modern employm ent and living. W e also included the median age of the single-family housing stock as a way of capturing another dim ension of the age of the central city. W e entered the size of the metropolitan area as a variable, because it is an important spatial descriptor, and we expect that large metropolitan areas will have different characteristics from those of smaller places. W e expect that, the smaller the fraction of the metropolitan area' s population that resides in the central city, the worse-off that city will be, assuming that this is associated with either long-term popula tion¯ight or the`inelasticity' of the central city, to use Rusk' s (1993) phrase. W e also assume that, the longer their average travel tim es to their workplaces, the worse off the central city.
Selecting the Candida te Cluster Solution s
There is no purely objective method to determine the optim al or`correct' cluster solution .
The critical question is when to stop clustering (Aldenderfer and Blash® eld, 1984; Everitt, 1993) . Everitt (1993, p. 44) indicates that analysis of the agglom eration schedule, speci® cally the change in the agglom eration coef® cient, is the most commonly employe d guide to halting the clustering. (The agglomeration coef® cient is the sum of the withingroup variance of the tw o clusters combine d at each successive stage.) Simply put, à marked' increase in the value of the agglomeration coef® cient between two stages indicates that heterogeneous clusters are being com bined. T he result is a greater increase in total variance. At this point, an assessment should be made as to whether the optim al cluster solutio n has been reached.
T able 2 contains the partial agglom eration schedule for the cluster analysis performed on the central cities (the last 33 out of all 507 stages are reported). The ® rst colum n of the table lists the stage of the cluster solutio n. The second colum n give s the num ber of clusters in that solutio n. T he agglom eration coef® cient is listed in the third colum n of the table. W e use the data contained in the fourth and ® fth colum ns of T able 2 to help select the candidate cluster solution s. The fourth colum n is the percentage change in the value of the agglom eration coef® cient from the previou s stage. T he ® fth colum n is the percentage change, of the percent change, found in colum n four. To understand better the meaning of these tw o num bers, we retreat to calculus to ® nd an analogy.
T he percentage change in the fourth colum n is the rate of change in the agglom eration coef® cient from one stage to the next; in other words, it is the slope of the agglomeration schedule. The percentage in the ® fth colum n is the rate of change in that slope coef® cient, making it the measure of acceleration in changes of the agglom eration schedule. Keeping with the calculus analogy, we label the fourth colum n the ® rst derivative of the agglom eration schedule and label the ® fth colum n the second derivative of the agglom eration schedule.
T he decision rule for selecting the candidate cluster solution s is: when there is a a The percenta ge change in the agglom eration coef® cient from the previou s stage, given in colum n 3. b T he percenta ge change of the percenta ge change in the agglom eration coef® cient, given in colum n 4. marked' increase in the agglom eration coef® cient, the previou s stage of the cluster solutio n is a candidate solution . The challenge is to determine what constitutes à marked' increase. W e identify the stages in which there are large changes in the ® rst and second derivatives as candidate cluster solutions. Based on the ® rst and second derivatives of the agglom eration schedule, there are three candidate solutio ns, at 2 clusters, 5 clusters and 13 clusters. These are indicated by large increases in the agglom eration coef® cients at the ® rst, fourth and tw elfth stages. The clusters where there are`marked' increases in the ® rst and second derivatives are indicated by bold type in the table, as are the data from the previous stage of the agglom eration schedule. We then use a combination of the ® rst and second derivatives of the agglom eration schedule, output from the discrim inant analysis, and face validity to choose among these candidate solution s.
First we examine the ® rst and second derivatives in Table 2 . The largest deriva-tives were produced by the follow ing moves (in descending order of the derivative, listing the ® rst derivative and then the second): 2 clusters to 1 (14.6 per cent and 104.2 per cent), 5 to 4 (6.4 per cent and 39.8 per cent), and 13 to 12 (3.1 per cent and 43.6 per cent). Therefore, the largest heterogeneous groupings occur in movem ents from 2 to 1 cluster and then from 13 to 12 clusters. The second indicator of the validity of the cluster solutions com es from the`hit ratio' of the discriminant analysis. The hit ratio is the percentage of the central cities for which the cluster and discrim inant group assignm ents agree. Because the clustering is hierarchical, it is reasonable to expect that the hit ratio will increase as the num ber of clusters is reduced. These results are give n at the bottom of Figure 1 .
5 T he hit ratios are all in excess of 85 per cent. The 2-cluster solution has a hit ratio of 90 per cent, the 5-cluster solutio n produces a hit ratio of 90 per cent, and the 13-cluster solution has a hit ratio of 85 per cent.
As we mentioned above, deciding on the num ber of clusters to examine is, at root, a qualitative decision. There is a trade-off betw een changes in the agglom eration schedule (the ® rst and second derivatives), the percentage in the variation in the clusters explained by the data (the hit ratio) and the num ber of clusters. However, the most important guide is that the resulting cluster solutio n has face validity. A good example of this line of reasoning is found in Gittlem an and How ell (1995, p. 424) . They examined clusters of jobs to test the dual labour market hypothe sis. Because there is no quantitative rule for determining where the cluster grouping should stop, they decided that more compelling than any mechanical rule is the qualitative determination that at ª various stoppin g points, the cluster analysis produces groups that are meaningful, particularly in light of previous theoretical and empirical workº . Our decision rules lead us to prefer the 2-and 13-cluster solution s. How ever, we present results from all three candidate solutions to help distingu ish among the resulting groupi ngs of central cities.
Interpreting the Results
The null hypothe sis is that the set of cities that the Bureau of the Census labels`central cities' is hom ogeneous. Given the methods we use, this means that there would be one cluster of central cities, and the cluster would be con® rmed by having low ® rst and second derivatives of the agglom eration schedule in the move from 2 clusters to 1. The results clearly reject the null hypothe sis. The universe of places called central cities is not hom ogeneous. At a minim um , there are tw o distinc t groups of central cities: one healthy, the other distressed.
The Cluster M ap
W e use the candidate cluster solutio nsÐ the 2-, 5-and 13-cluster solution sÐ to m ap the relationships that exist among the various groups of central cities in Figure 1 . The clusters are hierarchical, meaning that those appearing in earlier stages of the analysis remain together in later clusters. As the clustering progresses, each cluster becom es more heterogeneous, as indicated by the increases in the agglom eration schedule. Each of the candidate solution s we selected marks a stage in which the clusters at the next stage are m uch more hom ogeneous than they are at present stage. W e use all three cluster solutions in the discussion of the statistical results that follow s. To disting uish among these solution s and to recognize their hierarchical nature, we refer to the clusters in the 2-cluster solutio ns as two groups of central cities; we term each of the clusters in the 5-cluster solutio n as a set of central cities; and we call each of the 13 clusters just thatÐ a cluster. W hen we link the hierarchical solutio ns in a cluster map (Figure 1 ), we are able to trace the contou rs of America' s central cities. (The names given to the clusters help to provide an initiative understanding of the clusters, and are explained later in the paper.) W e label one group of central cities stressed' , the other we call`healthy' . This distinction is drawn from the discrim inant functions that describe the clusters that comprise each group. T hose central cities that are stressed are typi® ed by low er skilled and more manufacturing-based econom ic functions, they tend to house smaller propor tions of the metropolitan area' s population andÐ most importantlyÐ they are typi® ed by poorer social outcom es. T he stressed communities have higher propor tions of their popula tions with low levels of educational attainm ent and low incom es. Addition ally, the stressed cities tend to play a smaller role in the econom ies of their metropolitan areas than do the healthier cities. Statistically, the clusters of stressed com munities have higher discrim inant scores than do the clusters of healthy central cities.
The group of stressed central cities is displayed along the top half of Figure 1 . A bit less than half of US central cities (44 per cent) are stressed. Most prom inent am ong these cities are the set of 54 cities, mostly large places, that form the stereotype of American central cities. T hese are coupled with the three clusters of central cities that form the set of manufacturing central cities to form the group of stressed central cities. These stressed central cities are contrasted with 284 municipalities that are healthier. W ithin the healthy group is a distinct set of 57 central cities we call know ledge-based cities, which are the most viable of all central cities in the country. They are joined by a set of Sunbelt grow th poles and a large num ber of cities, constituting nearly 30 per cent of all central cities, that we term the com petitive core of the econom y.
The discrim inant analysis indicates`misclassi® ed' cases as part of its analysis of the prior distribution; that is, it indicates which cases in the cluster groupin gs would be assigned to another cluster, based on the discriminant functions. W e therefore have two groupi ngs of cases: one from the cluster analysis (called the cluster groupin gs) and the other from the discrim inant analysis of the 13-cluster solutio n (the discrim inant groupi ngs).
W e do not use the discrim inant groupin gs directly in the analysis, because they are not hierarchical. The discrim inant group assignments change with each prior distribu tion used; in progressing from the 13-to the 5-and then to the 2-cluster solutio ns, the prior distribu tions for each discrim inant analysis will change. W ith changes in the prior distributions , the num ber of discrim inant functions will change; as those functions change, so will the suggested discrim inant group assignm ents. T he advantage of using the cluster analysis is that it is hierarchical. W e can follow a particular cluster of central cities from its assignm ent in the 13-cluster solutio n to its more heterogeneous set in the 5-cluster solution , to the even more heterogeneous cluster group in the 2-cluster solutio n. W e use the inform ation from the discrim inant analysis in three ways. First, we use the hit ratio from the discrim inant analysis for each of the candidate cluster solutio ns to test the internal validity of the cluster solution s as a whole (as reported in Figure 1 ). Then we use the detailed results from the discrim inant analysis associated with the 13-cluster solution to help array the clusters in the ® gures and tables. Finally, we perform t-tests to determine whether the means of the discrim inant scores of each of the cluster groups were signi® cantly different from the means of their paired discrim inant groups in the 13-cluster solution . To do this, we calculate for each cluster (in both the 13-and 5-cluster solution s) the mean and standard deviation of the discrim inant score associated with each central city in that cluster. We similarly calculate the mean score and standard deviation for its paired discrim inant group. If the means are not signi® cantly different from each other, there is no statistically meaningful difference betw een the two groups, providing internal validity to each of the cluster group assignm ents in the 13-cluster solutio n.
T here is no statistically meaningful difference betw een any of the pairs of clusters at the 0.10 level of signi® cance.
6 Therefore, the cluster groupings and their paired discrim inant groupin gs are statistically equivalent. Addition ally, the F -test of the cluster assignments in the 13-cluster solutio n that is part of the cluster analysis indic ates that each cluster group is statistically different from the other cluster groups .
7 These statistical tests dem onstrate that the clusters are independent of each other (from the F-test) and that all the clusters are statistically valid (from the ttests).
W e use the inform ation on the cluster and discrim inant group assignm ents to construct Table 3 . 8 The colum ns consist of the cluster assignm ents in the 13-cluster solution ; the rows are the assignm ents from the discrim inant analysis. T he diagonal elem ents in the table consists of those cases in which the assignm ents agree; the off-diagona l elements are cases in which the assignm ents differ. There are tw o ways to think about the offdiagon al elements. One is to consider these to be cases in which the cluster technique made mistaken assignm ents. This would be appropriate if the clusters were mutually exclusive objective categories and, in this article, they are not. However, it is also possible that these off-diagonal cases are the makings of latent or emerging clusters. Thinking in this way is desirable because cities are multi-dimensional, as is our assignm ent technique, and they form a continu um ; however, that continu um is dif® cult to map in one-dimensional space. 9 In fact, we are working in 12 dim ensions in the discrim inant analysis (the num ber of discrim inant functions) and in 33 dim ensions in the cluster analysis (the num ber of variables used). 
The Discriminant Function s
The discrim inant analysis of the 13-cluster solutio n produc ed 12 discrim inant functions (Table 4) . Each of the discrim inant functions is signi® cantly different from zero at the 0.01 critical level. Table 4 ® rst lists the propor tion of the explained variation in the discrim inate analysis that is accounted for by each discriminant function. For example, the ® rst discrim inant function is responsib le for 29 per cent of the variation accounted for by the discrim inant analysis. The table then lists the correlation between each variable in a discriminant function and that function. For example, the correlation between the ® rst variable listed in Functio n 1, the percentage of adults with a terminal graduate degreeÐ has a negative correlation with the ® rst discriminant function ( 2 0.70). T his means that there is an inverse relationship between the propor tion of adults holding advanced degrees and the ® rst function. After examining the median discrim inant scores reported for each cluster group in Table 3 and the mean scores given in Note 8, it is clear that high discrim inant scores are associated with econom ic distress and low-quality econom ic resources, whereas low (negative) scores are associated with econom ic success and highquality resources.
T he ® rst tw o discrim inant functions dom inate the analysis and are positiv ely associated with weak econom ic resources and outcom es. W e call the ® rst discrim inant function a Low hum an capital function, because it consists of educational attainm ent and occupational variables. This function accounts for 29 per cent of the explained variation in the discrim inant analysis. There is a negative correlation between this function and desirable educational and occupational traits, such as completing education beyond secondary school and the propor tion of residents holding sym bolic analytical positio ns. (This variable is de® ned in Table 1 .) The second function highlig hts the central city' s characteristics, and we call it a Decline function. As is true with the ® rst function, the decline function is negatively correlated with what are usually seen as bene® cial econom ic resources. This function is negatively correlated with tw o higher educational attainm ent variables: the rate of change in central-city and MSA populat ions, and the ratio of central city to MSA median family incom e. This function accounts for 21 per cent of the explained variation in the data.
T he third function is a High poverty function, accountin g for 12 per cent of the explained variation. This function is positively correlated with the poverty rate (a social outcom e) and with the percentage of the All variable s for the central city unless noted. The percenta ge of the total variance explaine d by each functio n is displayed in bold in the second colum n. adult popula tion with less than a 9th grade education.
The fourth function measures Metropolitan interdependence; it gauge s the degree to which the central city is integrated into the metropolitan econom y, and it is responsible for 10 per cent of the explaine d variation. The metropolitan interdependence function is positiv ely correlated with the percentage of central city residents who com mute out of that central city for work; it is negatively correlated with the percentage of the MSA' s popula tion that reside in that central city. Therefore, the function increases in value as the percentage of the MSA popula tion living in that central city decreases (there is often more than one central city in a metropolitan area). In the aggregate, this discrim inant function increases in valueÐ with negative implications for residentsÐ as the central city' s econom ic im portance within the MSA decreases.
The ® fth function captures the essence of an Industrial central city and accounts for 9 per cent of the explained variation. This function is positively correlated with the percentage of the workforce employed in manufacturing industries; it is negatively correlated with the percentage employe d in service industries and occupations, population density and the monthly housing cost for renters (the lower the rent, the higher the value of this functionÐ a convin cing indicator of decline).
The sixth function contains many of the indicators of a Tight labour m arket, accounting for 7.4 per cent of the explained variation. The labour market function is negatively associated with the percentage of the population employed as labourers; it is positiv ely associated with central city per capita incom e, the female and m ale labour force participation rates, the population of the MSA and the average length of com muting tim e for central city residents. This function is different from the others, because a positiv e value is desirable; the function is associated with tight labour market conditions, good econom ic outcom es and a larger MSA.
T he seventh function consists of one of the Bureau of the Census' qualifying variables and re¯ects a relatively Small employm ent base. T his qualifying function is negatively correlated with the ratio of employm ent in the central city to the num ber of employe d residents; it is a sign of a weak employm ent base in the central city relative to the num ber of workers who live there. How ever, a low ratio can apply to three types of municipalities: declining inner-ring suburbs with signi® cant nodes of employm ent; industrial central cities with signi® cant residential poverty populations; or emergent edge cities with a relatively small (but increasing) number of jobs, coupled with a well-off whitecollar commuter workforce. Due to this indeterminacy, the function only accounts for 3.6 per cent of the explained variation.
T he eighth function is positively associated with the High unem ploym ent rates in central cities, accounting for a bit more than 3 per cent of the explained variation. The tenth function is correlated with the Low percentage of African-Americans in the populat ion of the central cities and with the percentage of the populat ion employed in wholesale and retail industries. It has little explanatory pow er. The twelfth function is positively correlated with high percentages of the central city workforce employe d in Public service industries, including education and health care. The ninth and eleventh functions were not signi® cantly associated with any particular variable, even though the functions as a whole were signi® cantly different from zero in their effect on the clusters.
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Discriminant analysis differentiates among the clusters, based on their association with each of the discrim inant functions. For each discrim inant function, we measure the association betw een the mean value of the discrim inant scores for each cluster against the mean value of the discrim inant scores for all cities on that function, by examining the z-scores for each cluster. The z-scores identify the clusters that are signi® cantly different from the mean of the universe for a particular discrim inant function, thus recognising the discrim inant functions that best describe each cluster.
12 T able 5 lists the z-scores of the relationship between each discrim inant function and each cluster, evaluating the score at the 99 per cent, 95 per cent, and 90 per cent critical values. Discriminant functions 10±12 are not signi® cantly associated with any of the clusters. Several of the clusters are signi® cantly associated with the same discriminant function, but each is signi® cantly associated with a unique com bination of these discrim inant functions.
One of the clusters serves as the`average' cluster, in which the mean value of each discrim inant function for that cluster is not statistically different from the mean value of those functions for the universe. In our case, the average cluster is the sixth, Heartland central cities. The Heartland cluster is not associated with any of the discrim inant functions. This is also the cluster that had the largest num ber of overlaps with the other clusters in Table 3 . Next, we use the discriminant functions and descriptive statistics to differentiate am ong the 13 type s of central cities.
Interpreting the Clusters
There are two large groups of central cities in the USÐ one stressed, the other healthy. Granted, all central cities house the poor, many have higher unem ploym ent rates then their suburban neighb ours do, and nearly all face the full range of urban ills. Yet the data speak for them selves: About half of all central cities do not ® t the stereotypical im age of a central city. The problem lies with both the image itself and with the lack of alignm ent betw een the im age and how central cities are de® ned.
The im age for all central cities is based largely on the spatial concentration of social patholo giesÐ outcom es; conversely, the Bureau of the Census' de® nition is based on a fairly small populat ion threshold, com muting patterns and the num ber of jobs contained in the municipality relative to the num ber of its employed residents. In other words, that de® nition is largely based on the econom ic functions of central cities. Using the term`c entral city' as shorthand for the spatial concentration of poverty , racial isolation, unemploym ent, industrial abandonm ent and brow n® elds is an exercise in both speci® cation error and mushy thinkin g, due to the way central cities are de® ned for statistical record-keeping purpose s.
T he two large groups of central cities are com posed of 13 clusters. Five clusters form the stressed group and six the healthy group. W e select the median central city from each cluster and display it on a cluster map (Figure 2) to provid e a better feel for the types of places in each of the clusters. The second line in each cluster box contains the name of the median city (tw o are listed if the cluster has an even num ber of cities), and the bottom line contains the city that immediately precedes the median central city as well as that im mediately follow ing.
13 T he median central city for each cluster is determined by ranking all cities in the cluster by sum mary discrim inant scores. These sum mary scores are calculated by weighing each city' s discrim inant score on a particular discrim inant function by the percentage of the variation that is explained by that function (see Table 4 ), then sum ming the weighted values for the city across all the discrim inant functions.
Norw alk, Connecticut, and Colum bia, South Carolina, are the median central cities for the universe of 508 central cities; they are bracketed by Fort W ayne, Indiana, and E lgin, Illinois. The median places among the group of stressed central cities are Akron, Ohio, and New Britain, Connecticut. T hese municipalities are bracketed by Anniston , Alabama, and Santa Ana, California. The median places among the healthy group of central cities are Lawton, Oklahom a, and Bossier, Louisia na. Their immediate neighbo urs on our lists are Lubbock , Texas, and Arlingto n, Virginia . If your immediate reaction is that som e of these places are not`really' central citiesÐ if Anniston , Fort W ayne or L awton do not ® t your image of what a central city isÐ we have made our point. In the remainder of this article, we discuss the characteristics of the clusters.
W e use ® ve tables (Tables 5±9) to identify the importa nt distingu ishing characteristics of each cluster. T he discrim inant factors that are statistically associated with each cluster, listed in Table 5 , are key to identifying the differences among the clusters. In Table 6 , we calculate a version of the location quotient, which we call the regional concentration ratio (RCR), to determine whether any of the clusters of central cities are predom inantly located in particular regions of the nation. The RCR is calculated by taking the percentage distribu tion of clusters in each Census division and dividin g it by the percentage distribution of clusters in the nation as a whole. If the RCR of a cluster in a divisio n is equal to 1.0, its presence in the divisio n is propor tionate to that cluster' s representation in the nation; if the RCR is less than 1.0, the cluster is not as prom inent in the region as it is nationally; if the RCR exceeds 1.0, it is overrepresented in the region. The more specialised a region is in a particular cluster, the higher the RCR. In Table 6 , we mark three levels of`cluster specialisation' : betw een one and one-and-a-half tim es the national propor tion, betw een one-and-a-half and tw ice the national propor tion, and at least twice the national propor tion. W e arrayed the Census division s in Table  6 so that, as you read from left to right, the divisio ns generally move from west to east. The healthiest clusters are located at the bottom of the table, the more distressed clusters of central cities at the top. There is a regional pattern to the clusters. As you move from west to east and from south to north, the conditions of the central cities deteriorate. The exception to this general pattern is found in the East South Central and South Atlantic Census divisio ns; both these Divisions contain a broad mix of central cities-including som e Distressed central cities. Our interpretation of this nationa l pattern is that there is an association betw een the condition of central cities and their econom ic ageÐ the tim e when they experienced their greatest grow th. There are a few older central cities in the South.
W e then list the median values for 15 of the variables for the universe, as well as for each of the clusters, in Table 7 , along with the regional distribution of the clusters. Although we know that each cluster differs from the universe, based on the discrim inant factors, we do not know whether all the variables in each cluster differ from the central tendency of the universeÐ or, more important, whether a critical policy or descriptive variable (such as the poverty status of the popula tion or the size of the municipality) in a speci® c cluster is different from that of the universe. Table 8 contains the results of pseudo t-tests, testing the null hypothe sis that the median value of each variable listed in Table 7 , for each cluster, is the same as for the universe of central cities.
14 We also wanted to know whether the medians of the variables listed in Table 7 for each cluster were signi® cantly different from each other. To determine this, we took advantage of the order that exists among the clusters to examine the null hypothe sis that the median for each variable in each cluster is not statistically different from the median of the same variable in its adjoining clusterÐ again, using the pseudo t-test. 15 If these medians are statistically different, the median of the cluster and of clusters that they do not adjoin, by transitivity, will also be statistically different.
T able 9 contains the results of these pseudo t-tests. In tw o instances, the proper order among the clusters was not obvious. This is the case for the Manufacturing central cities set of clusters, where we tested for differences between all clusters in this set: Larger manufacturing central cities (cluster 3); Smaller, less successful m anufacturing cities (cluster 4); and Smaller, more successful central cities (cluster 5). W e also tested for differences betw een the Sm aller, less successful manufacturing central cities (cluster 4) and the Heartland central cities (cluster 6), as well as between the cluster of Smaller, more successful central cities (cluster 5) and the Heartland cluster (cluster 6).
E ach of the clusters can now be evaluated, based on the data developed above. Because of its polic y importance we spend more tim e Table 9 . Results of pseudo t-tests of the difference betw een m edians for the indicated pairs of clusters discussing the stereotypical set of central cities than the other sets.
Stressed Central Cities
Stereotypical central cities: large and extremely troubled places. The stereotype of US central cities com es from the 54 central cities in the ® rst two clusters of municipalities. W e label the 11 cities in the ® rst cluster Extremely distressed and the 43 in the second cluster as Distressed. Such central cities are large and com e from large metropolitan areas, althoug h these are not their most important distingu ishing characteristics; more pertinent is the econom ic distress of their popula tions. These cities share signi® cant positiv e values for the decline discrim inant function and signi® cant negative values for the industrial city function. T hus such central cities are characterised by popula tion losses, both in the central city and the MSA Ð the central city being, on average, much poorer than the average of the MSA . Surprisingly, the percentage of their popula tions employed in manufacturing is statistically indistinguis hable from that of the unive rse (Table  8) , even though these places often have manufacturing heritages; most likely, those jobs left before the 1990 Census was conducted. The 11 central cities in the E xtrem ely distressed cluster differ from the Distressed cluster by their signi® cantly positiv e association with the low hum an capital discrim inant function, poor labour market condition s and high unemploym ent rates (see the ® fth, sixth and eighth discrim inant functions). These central cities have the highest median unem ploym ent and poverty rates (Table 7) ; such rates are signi® cantly highe r than for the universe as a whole (Table 8 ) and for the cluster of Distressed central cities ( Table 9 ). The cause of high levels of unem ploym ent rests in part with the hum an capital characteristics of these Extrem ely distressed central cities; com pared to the other clusters they have the highest propor tion of their adult popula tions terminate their education as high-school dropou ts. The positive association with the hum an capital discrim inant function means that adults in these municipalities have low levels of educational attainment and that a small propor tion of their populat ion hold sym bolic analytical positions.
T he Extrem ely distressed cluster includes the cities of Camden, Cleveland, East St Louis, Gary, Newark and Detroit. Regionally, this cluster is concentrated in the East North Central and Middle Atlantic Census division s (T ables 6 and 7). Five of these 11 central cities are located in Michigan; besides Detroit, they consist of Benton Harbor, Pontiac , Flint and Saginaw. Com mon to all cities in the E xtrem ely distressed cluster are a low-skilled labour force, an isolated African-A merican populat ion and low employm ent levels of people in sym bolic analytical occupations.
T he 43 central cities in the Distressed cluster are not as poorly situated as the Extremely distressed cluster, but they are clearly troubled. Although central cities in the Distressed cluster are present in all Census division s with the exception of the Mountain Division, the cluster is disprop ortionately located in Census divisio ns along the E astern seaboard: 35 per cent of the cluster is located in the Middle Atlantic states and 21 per cent in the South Atlantic division . Included in this group are som e of the nation' s largest central cities: Atlanta, Baltim ore, Boston, Chicago, Miami, New Orleans, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco and W ashington.
16 These central cities are characteristically som ewhat larger than their E xtrem ely distressed brethren, but they are from similar-sized metropolitan areas (Table 9 ). However, the Distressed cluster does contain smaller places, such as Memphis, New Brunsw ick, and Richm ond.
T he central cities in the Distressed cluster have industrial econom ic bases, but they are balanced by higher levels of sym bolic analytical positio ns than is typical of the other clusters in the group of Stressed central cities. They also have signi® cantly larger proportions of residents with bachelor' s degrees than do either the Extrem ely distressed cen-tral cities or the other three clusters in the group of Stressed central cities. They have low er levels of poverty, and a higher proportion of their adult popula tions have education beyond the secondary level when compared to the central cities in the Extremely distressed cluster. Com pared to all central cities, the Distressed cluster suffered the second-highest rate of populat ion loss, the second low est ratio of central city to metropolitan median family incom e and the fourth highest poverty rates. One difference betw een the E xtrem ely distressed and Distressed clusters is that the MSAs that contain the Extrem ely Distressed clusters lost population at a much faster rate than did the universe; this was not true for the cluster of Distressed central cities. The set of stereotypical central cities has a much larger share of African-Americans in its popula tion than does the universe of central cities.
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M anufact uring central cities. The three clusters in the set of Manufacturing central cities are disting uished from all the other clusters by their econom ic function: they all have large shares of their employm ent base in manufacturing industries. T he percentage of manufacturing jobs for the median central city in each of these clusters is in excess of 20 per cent. W hat disting uishes these three clusters from each other is the social outcome of that specialisation. The cluster of Larger manufacturing cities acts as a bridge in the continuum of central cities between the clusters of Distressed central cities, sharing som e social outc om e characteristics of this cluster with the econom ic baseÐ or functionÐ of the smaller manufacturing cities. Allentow n, Brockton, Dearborn and Los Angeles are examples of central cities in this cluster.
The two clusters of Smaller manufacturing central cities are distingu ished from each other by the signi® cantly lower poverty and unem ploym ent rates in the More successful cluster, com pared to the Less successful cluster. The Less successful cluster of small manufacturing central cities is dom inated by cities in the E ast North Central Census divisionÐ prim arily Ohio' s smaller central citiesÐ but such central cities are also present in the Middle Atlantic and East South Central Census divisio ns. The M ore successful small manufacturing central cities are present in all Census divisio ns, with the exception of the W est North Central Division. About onequarter of the M ore successful m anufacturing central cities is located in the East North Central Division; another quarter is located in the South Atlantic Division. W hat distinguishes the places in this cluster from other central cities in the group of Stressed central cities is the competitive positio n of the goods they produce.
Healthy Central Cities
The Healthy central city group is made up of three sets of clusters: Com petitive central cities, Sunbelt central cities and Knowledge central cities. T hese three sets of central cities share structural differences with the Stressed group. None has a positive association with the low hum an capital discrim inant function, and three share negative correlations with the decline discrim inant functionÐ meaning that these clusters are negatively correlated with declining populations for both the central cities and their MSA s and that a relatively high propor tion of their residents are educated beyond the secondary level.
Com petitive central cities. Nearly 30 per cent of all central cities in the US are assigned to the three clusters that form the set of Competitive central cities. W e call the Heartland cluster the average cluster of central cities, because it is not signi® cantly associated with any of the discrim inant functionsÐ meaning that there is no statistical difference between the value of the discrim inant function for the cluster and for the unive rse. There is, however, a regional pattern in the location of these central cities. The second cluster is com posed of 59 central cities that we call the Adm inistrative cluster, due to their econom ic function and size. The third cluster is an anom alous collection of seven central cities (four in the same M SA) on the south Texas border with Mexico; these M SAs are bisected by the US±M exican border. They are rapidly grow ing but awash in poverty . All are idiosyn cratic metropolitan areas.
The median central city of the 83 in the Heartland group is Glens Falls, New York; it is bracketed by Pueblo, Colora do, and Carlisle, Pennsylvania. The Heartland cluster is concentrated in a block of Census division s that is roughly L -shaped, beginn ing in the W est North Central Census Division and droppi ng into the southern tier of states, then moving east to reach the South Atlantic Division. This is a particularly dif® cult cluster of central cities to describe, because they are the average of the universe; none of the discrim inant functions is signi® cantly associated with this cluster. However, it is notable that, when the characteristics of the median central cities of the clusters are com pared in Table 7 , the Heartland cluster has the thirdsmallest median metropolitan population size; only the two university clusters are smaller.
The Adm inistrative cluster is negatively associated with the metropoli tan interdependence discrim inant functionÐ im plying that it is negatively correlated with the percentage of its popula tion that out-commutes and positively correlated with the percentage of the MSA populat ion that lives in the central city. It has the highest propor tion of central city residents of all the clusters. These central cities, therefore, tend to dom inate their metropolitan areas, being signi® cantly larger than the median of the universe, even though their MSAs are not signi® cantly different in popula tion size from those of the universe. A larger share of their workforce holds bachelor' s degrees (they trail only the university city clusters in this regard). The central cities in the Adm inistrative cluster are signi® cantly different from the cities of the Heartland cluster in nearly all the variables listed in Table 9 (the only exception being the size of the MSA). We called this cluster of 59 central cities the Adm inistrative cluster because these cities are either the politic al capitals of their statesÐ such as Albuque rque, Austin, Colum bus (in Ohio), Little Rock, Raleigh and Spring® eld (in Illinois)Ð or the econom ic fulcrum of a region with signi® cant employm ent in skilled service occupations; this is true of the median central city in this cluster, L exingto n, Kentucky, as well as the two cities that bracket it, Charlotte and Greeley, Colora do. (The discrim inant analysis indicates that Greeley should be classi® ed in the State university cluster.)
T he Heartland and Adm inistrative clusters form the set of Com petitive central cities, because they are at the competitive core of the US econom y. T hey are rich in hum an capital and appear to specialise in advanced service production. They are representative of the nation geographic ally, with the exception of the north-east, and their econom ic bases do not depend on institut ions that are dif® cult to replicateÐ such as major state research universities. These 142 central cities are at the competitive core of the econom y. The poverty rate for the Smaller Sunbelt cluster is signi® cantly lower than for the universe of central cities, but it is twice as high as for the Larger Sunbelt cluster. The signi® cant difference in poverty and unemploym ent rates betw een the Sm aller and Larger Sunbelt clusters is most likely to be due to two factors: differences in the hum an capital of their adult residents and the fact that central cities in the Larger Sunbelt cluster are secondary central citiesÐ allowing them to leave the poor to the care of their larger neighbour sÐ whereas the central cities in the Sm aller Sunbelt cluster are prim ary central cities.
The know ledge clusters. Three clusters of central cities form the set of clusters we call Knowledge central cities. T he ® rst cluster is a group of 11 E dge cities. This cluster is complem ented by two clusters whose econom ies are dom inated by large, prom inent universities. The State university cluster is composed of 30 central cities, and the Research university cluster contains an additional 10 central cities. There is a major distinction between the Edge city cluster and the other two in this set. Even though there is no statistical difference in the size of these three clusters of central cities, the central cities in the Edge city cluster tend to be secondary central cities and part of much larger metropolitan areas than are the central cities in the other two clusters. (The central cities in the two university clusters are most often dom inant central cities within their metropolitan areasÐ or one of two equally dom inant central cities, where both are members of one of the university clusters.)
Differences in the roles these three type s of central cities play in their metropolitan areas are drive n hom e when the median central cities in each cluster are displayed in T he Edge city cluster shares many of the characteristics of the Larger Sunbelt central city cluster; together, they bridge the Sunbelt and Know ledge sets of clusters. The Edge city cluster differs from the cluster of central cities from Larger Sunbelt MSAs in that the Larger Sunbelt cluster is signi® cantly negatively correlated with the decline discrim inant function, whereas there is no statistically signi® cant correlation between the Edge city cluster and that function. The Edge city cluster is signi® cantly different from the Larger Sunbelt cluster in that Edge cities and their MSAs are slower growing, and statistically, a much higher propor tion of Edge city residents are employed in sym bolic analytical position s and have terminated their education with four-year college degrees.
T he Edge city cluster has a signi® cant positive association with the metropolitan in-terdependency discrim inant function (meaning that a high fraction of residents out-commute and that the population is a small percentage of MSA popula tion) as well as the tight labour market discrim inant function. The Edge city cluster is also negatively correlated with the high poverty and small employm ent base discrim inant function. The Edge city cluster and the Research university cluster share signi® cant negative correlations with the poverty discrim inant function and positiv e correlations with the metropolitan interdependency discrim inant function.
The two University clusters share signi® cant negative correlations with the low hum an capital discrim inant function, making them the polar opposite of the E xtrem ely distressed and Manufacturing central city clusters. The Research unive rsity cluster of central cities also has a strong positiv e correlation with the decline discrim inant functionÐ meaning that they are not in declineÐ and a negative correlation with the high poverty discrim inant function. It is clear that the strength of these central cities lies in their rich hum an capital base; this is evident not only in the discrim inant functions but in the pseudo t-tests displayed in Table 8 . Both University clusters have signi® cantly greater shares of their adult popula tion with bachelor' s degrees than do any of the other clusters, as well as a larger fraction of their adult popula tion in sym bolic analytical position s. The central cities and the MSAs of both University clusters are grow ing faster than the universe as a whole and faster than the Edge city cluster, but there is no signi® cant difference in the grow th rates betw een the tw o University clusters.
W hat is interesting to note is that both these clusters have unem ploym ent rates signi® cantly lower than the median for the universe of central cities, but poverty rates signi® cantly higher than the median for the universe; poverty rates for these two clusters are the highest of any clusters in the Healthy group of central cities. The poverty rate in the Research university cluster is signi® cantly higher than for the State university cluster.
Conclu sion
W e have shown how central cities, as de® ned by the Census Bureau, can be classi® ed into separate groups of similar cities. W e accom plish this by combining existing methods to build meaningful categories of activities and to identify statistical differences among those categories. W e ® rst use hierarchical cluster analysis to construc t categories of central cities. W e then develop a method for identifying the cluster solution s that are candidates for the optim al solution ; in this article, we use three`candidate' solution s. Our next challenge is to discove r the meaningful differences, if any, among the clusters of the lowest-order candidate solution . W e employ discrim inant analysisÐ ® rst to test the internal validity to the cluster solution , using the cluster groupi ngs as the prior, and then to differentiate among the clusters statistically. The latter use of the discrim inant functions is the more important, because we use the functions as a basis for identifying variables that highlig ht differences among the clusters.
W e order the cluster groupi ngs, using inform ation from the cluster analysis and tw o pieces of inform ation from the discrim inant analysis. We ® rst group clusters, based on the way they were grouped by the cluster analysis as the clustering proceeded. Then we order the clusters within these groups by their discrim inant scores from the discrim inant analysis of the lowest-order candidate cluster solutio n. W e con® rm this ordering by com paring the group assignm ents from the cluster analysis and discrim inant analysis as well as looking at the pattern of overlaps between the cluster group assignm ent and the suggested assignm ent from the discrim inant analysis. We use pseudo t-tests of each variable to determine whether the median of that variable for a particular cluster is signi® cantly different from the median for the universe of central cities. W e also use pseudo t-tests to determine whether the median of a variable for a particular cluster is signi® cantly different from the median of the same variable for its neighbo uring cluster.
W e illustrate how this methodolo gy can be used by employing a variety of variables in the cluster and discrim inant analyses that measure city functions, social outcom es of interest to public policy and the spatial structure of the metropolitan areas. W e ® nd that the universe of municipa lities labelled`central cities' is not hom ogeneous. There are tw o distinct groups of central cities in the USÐ one stressed and the other healthy. In turn, these tw o large groups can be meaningfully disaggregated into 13 clusters of central cities.
The general method we have employed in this article can be used for any case in which developing taxono mies is im portant, and where the groupin gsÐ and the distingu ishing characteristics of the groupsÐ are not know n ex ante. This is a frequent case in public policy research, where policy attempts to target different groups within populations. As an example, Hill and Brennan are working with a research team that is using this technique to identify industrial clusters in north-east Ohio. W olm an is using this research to provid e contextual categories for his work on the voting behaviour of Congressional representatives on bills that are important com ponents of urban public policy.
Central city' is a statistical construct, based upon the function of municipalities as places of work and residence, whereas the popula r and political im age of central cities emphasises social outcom es that are prevalent in only 54 of America' s 508 central cities. There are lessons in our work for the worlds of both urban research and public policy. T he lesson for researchers and statistical modellers is about speci® cation error. Simply grabbin g data labelled`central city' and using them as proxy variables for im poverished, socially challenged localities is a mistake. Doing so introduces a great deal of non-random spatial variation into the construct. Thought should be given to the actual universe of central cities that researchers are examining. One potentially productive approach might be to classify cities according to function and then examine whether a city' s condition s, or the econom ic well-being of its residents, differs across functional classi® cations.
T he lesson for policy is similar. Central cities are a diverse group of places, both socially and functionally, and using the category`central city' as a form of polic y shorthand is wrongheaded. This work dem onstrates that, at a minim um , the 54 central cities in the Stereotypical set should receive special consideration under federal urban policy for ® nancial and developm ental assistance; these are a very different group of large municipalities from other US central cities. (Coulton et al., 1996) use a sim ilar m ethod in their classi® cation of 100 US metropol itan areas based on spatial concentr ations of af¯uence and poverty in 1990. They used a non-hie rarchical form of cluster analysis (the Kmeans algorith m ) and found ® ve distinct clusters, ranging from a group of 9 MSA s with high spatial concentr ations of both af¯uence and poverty to a cluster of 28 MS As that had low concentr ations of af¯uence and poverty . T hey then used discrim inant analysis to determ ine the socioeconom ic differen ces am ong the clusters.
Notes
4. T he m ethod described here is know n as the W ard m ethod. A num ber of sources, such as Aldender fer and Blash® eld (1984), Hair et al. (1987) , Everitt (1993) and G ittlem an and Howell (1995) highligh t the overall ef® cacy of this m ethod com pared to other clusterin g m ethods. 5. T he hit ratio is calculate d as part of the discrim inant analysis. Because running separate discrim inant analyses for each possible cluster solution is extrem ely tim e consuming, we conduct ed the discrim inant analysis only for the three candidat e solution s and listed the three hit ratios with the cluster m aps displayed in Figure 1 . 6. Because we were testing to see if the m eans were not statistica lly equivale nt, wide tolerance levels in the t-test provide the strictest test. 7. SPS S' s cluster analysis produce s an F -test for the differen ce betw een each pair of clusters. T he null hypothe sis is that each pair is the sam e. T he hypothe sis w as rejected for all pairs at the 0.01 level of signi® cance. 8. T he m ean discrim inant scores tracked with the m edian scores for all of the clusters. W e report the m edians in T able 3 to be consistent with the way we report other data in the article. T he m eans of each group are given in parenthe ses in the follow ing list. 9. Coulton et al. (1996) pp. 207±214 make a sim ilar point concerni ng the clusters of M SAs grouped accordin g to their degree of spatial concentr ations of poverty and af¯uence. 10. W e use the inform ation on the overlaps to order the clusters from the 13-clust er solution to produce T able 3, giving us a second indicatio n of the proper array of the clusters of central cities (the cluster map in Figure 1 is the ® rst). W e began by using the cluster hierarch y to array the cluster groups of central cities. First, we divided the central cities into the stressed and healthy categori es, based on the 2-cluster solution . W e then had to decide how to order the 5-cluste r solutionÐ the 2 sets in the stressed city category and the 3 in the healthy city group. W e based this on the overlaps betw een the clusters in the 13-clust er solution . The ® rst cluster of the 13-clust er solution, called Extrem ely distressed central cities, has no overlaps , and it anchors the left side of the table. T his cluster also has the highest m edian discrim inant score, which indicates that it is the m ost distressed . T he right side of the table is anchored by the Research universi ty cluster of central cities; that cluster has just one overlapÐ w ith the State universi ty clusterÐ and it has the low est m edian discrim inant score, indicatin g that it is the healthies t cluster. W e then located the cluster with the largest num ber of overlap sÐ the Heartland central city clusterÐ and placed it in the centre of the array. Once these three clusters were placed in Table 3 , the order of the others w as dictated by how the 13 clusters related to each other in the 5-cluste r solution .
There is one exceptio n to this neat pattern of relations hips, and this is the South (Border) Texas cluster. It is associate d with the Heartland and Adm inistrati ve clusters in the 5-cluster solution . However, this T exas cluster is an outlier in the analysis. T he Border Texas cluster is m ade up of seven central cities where the Mexican border effectiv ely bisects the m etropoli tan areas. These MSA s could be ignored without affectin g the analysis but are reported for the sake of com pleteness. 11. This is equivale nt to having a regressio n equation with a signi® cant F -statistic and no signi® cant t-statistic s. This m eans that although the overall equation has signi® cant but lim ited explanat ory pow er, it cannot be determ ined whether any particula r independent variable is closely associate d with the dependen t variable . 12. As w e m entioned above, this is best thought of as being equivale nt to a t-test of the relations hip betw een independ ent and dependent variable s in a regressio n equation . (1994) , there is often a vast differen ce between percepti ons, econom ic develop m ent m arketing and the w orld as it is m easured statistica lly. These central cities cluster together because their resident s share com m on social outcom es and the cities share a comm on set of econom ic function s; not because of the architec tural quality of their central cities. T hirdly, as we acknow ledge when discussing differen ces in the placem ent of central cities in the cluster and discrim inant analyses, all statistica l processes contain errors, be it regressio n, cluster or discrim inant analysis. Som e may com e from speci® cation error and som e from m easurem ent error. However, in any typolog ical assignm ent there is a third source of error, and it is probabl y the most im portant source. This is interpre tive, or perceptu al, error on the part of the analyst or reader. All typologi es need to have face validity , but they m ust also be rooted on a ® rm and logical set of decision, or assignm ent rules, so that percepti ons, or other sources of bias, do not corrupt the typolog y. Therefor e, while it is im portant that the outcom es have face validity , it is more im portant that the assignm ent rules have face validity . 17. There were seven central cities that the cluster analysis assigned to the D istressed cluster but that the discrim inant analysis indicate d belonged in other clusters. It is instruct ive to look at these places, because they show the multi-dim ensional continuu m these central cities share. The discrim inant analysis indicated that Athens, G eorgia, hom e of the U niversity of G eorgia, shares the characte ristics of cities in the S tate universi ty cluster; it placed Honolulu and Seattle w ith the Adm inistrative central city cluster; it suggested that Providen ce has more in com m on w ith the Larger m anufactu ring cluster of central cities; and Dayton m ore in keeping with the Sm aller less successfu l cluster of m anufacturing central cities.
N ew York state), and up to two other m unicipal ities could be labelled central cities if their population was at least one third that of the largest m unicipal ity. Ottensm ann found that the new de® nition resulted in 107 cities being de® ned as central cities in 1990 that were not part of the list in 1980, and that 21 municipal ities lost their central city designati ons betw een 1980 and 1990.) 
